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China-EU 
Coming out 

of 2020
with Investment 

Accord

Part I

Overall Review by TI Observer

As the pandemic-stricken 2020 draws to an end, the European Union (EU) and China 
concluded their seven-year-long negotiations on the Comprehensive Agreement 
on Investment (CAI) on  December 30, demonstrating a shared resoluteness from 
both sides to shelve their disputes and embrace cooperation in the context of the 
COVID-19 rampage, which has been disrupting social orders and economic activities. 

After being authorized in year 2009, the European Commission started negotiations 
with China on an investment agreement on behalf of the European Union in 2013. 

After 35 rounds of negotiations during the past seven years, especially the 10 rounds 
held after the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic this year, the two sides finally reached 
consensus on key issues such as rules and regulations on market access and fair 
market competition. 
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Analysts at the Taihe Institute said that the completion of the high-level negotiations 
on investment agreement between China and the EU will benefit their respective 
strategic postures and safeguard multilateralism and free trade, which will generate 
good results not only to the two sides but to the entire international community.

EU representatives said that the CAI was of "great economic significance" and would 
give EU enterprises "unprecedented opportunities" to enter the Chinese marketplace. 

"Tomorrow’s post-COVID world needs a strong EU-China relationship, to build 
forward better. But this requires cooperation, reciprocity & trust-especially in our 
trade & investment relationship”, European Commission head Ursula von der Leyen 
tweeted on December 30.

China has overtaken the U.S. as the EU's largest trading partner for the first time 
this year. In the first nine months, the total volume of trade in goods between the EU 
and China grew by 3% year-on-year, and the signing of the CAI will help strengthen 
China-EU relations through closer economic ties.

(source: apnews.com)
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It will also help China in its push for deepening reform and opening-up further. 
The negotiations confirmed that China will continue to gain relatively free access 
to the EU marketplace, and at the same time, China will open its manufacturing, 
construction, advertising, automobile, medical, air transport and telecommunications 
industries to EU enterprises and open potential cloud computing to some extent. 

China has made concessions on transparency of state subsidies, publishing an annual 
list of subsidies for selected sectors, including real estate, telecommunications, 
banking and construction. The outcome of these negotiations means that China will 
further lower future market access threshold for Europe while strengthening market 
transparency and predictability.

Analysts predicted that the CAI will also encourage China to create a more relaxed 
environment for foreign investment in China, upgrading China's investment 
supervision system and raising higher standards on the central and local governments' 
supervision capacity and administrative means. 

Concurrently, as there are many industries and fields that China, according to the 
CAI negotiations, would open up to EU enterprises, the Chinese government and 
enterprises need to get themselves ready for the new challenges that they are going to 
face once the CAI goes into effect. 

As for the state-owned enterprises, the transparency of the state subsidy policy would 
put their viability and profitability to a serious test in a more competitive environment.
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Comments from Taihe Senior Fellows 
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DING Yifan
Senior Fellow of Taihe Institute

Permanent Vice-Director of World Development Institute of 
Development Research Center of the State Council (2000-2014)

Historic Significance 

of the CAI Concluded by EU and China

At the end of 2020, China and the European Union reached a milestone with the 
signing of the Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI), a landmark accord 
concluded by the two sides after seven arduous years of negotiations. 

At a time when global economic growth is weak, protectionism on the rise, and 
populism rampant, this new pact reached between China and the European Union has 
given the world economy an important reassurance, allowing many people to see the 
light at the end of the tunnel after months of battling the COVID-19 pandemic.

The China-EU CAI has great practical significance, which can be mainly reflected in 
the following aspects:

1. Emboldening people to fight for a faster world economic recovery. 2020 was a very 
hard year where the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic seriously hampered the world 
economy. Many countries fell into severe recession and repeated waves of the virus 
(and its varied mutations) have brought abject fear that the pandemic would continue 
for many years and an economic recovery is nowhere in sight. 

However, during 2020, perhaps to overcome the desperate neuroses caused by this 
unprecedented pandemic, several economic and trade cooperation agreements that 
had been negotiating for many years have been concluded. 
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For example, not long ago the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership was 
inked by 15 countries, namely the ASEAN countries, Japan, Republic of Korea and 
China with Australia and New Zealand, making the region the largest free trade zone. 

Now, the EU and China, two of the world most important economies have reached 
a key agreement on investment protection, which has injected new impetus into the 
world economy and endowed people throughout the international community with 
greater confidence in the recovery.

2. Since the main element of the China-EU CAI is to stimulate investment, it is 
expected to create more jobs and promote the growth of these two major economies. 
Everyone knows that where there is investment, employment will be created and 
growth will be furthered.

However, in recent years, European countries have not had many investment 
opportunities and economic growth has been sluggish. Since the last sovereign debt 
crisis in the Eurozone, Chinese investment in Europe has grown rapidly. 

Although some countries are still suspicious of Chinese investment, most European 
countries welcome such Chinese ventures. In turn, China has always welcomed 
European companies to invest in China. 

European companies' investment in China has greatly improved China's technological 
level and enriched the lives of millions of Chinese citizens. Opinion surveys 
conducted by varied research institutions in China before the COVID-19 pandemic 
indicated that the Chinese people have always had a very positive impression of 
Europe. 

This new investment agreement reached between China and the EU has made more 
specific regulations on investment in various fields. In the fields of new energy and 
electric vehicles, the "reciprocity" is also obvious and demonstrates that Chinese 
companies have become more competitive in the marketplace and are more interested 
in participating in international market competition.

3. This new CAI has broken through the rapidly developing "Cold War" mentality, 
eliminating many of the construction of "camps", thus contributing to promotion 
of the sustainable development of the global economy. China and Europe can and 
should seek more cooperation in global governance. During the now receding Trump 
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Administration, some government officials in the United States have sought to find an 
opportunity to "siege" China. Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo once attempted 
to incite European countries to participate in a "new cold war" with the United States 
working to encircle China. 

However, both China and the EU are supporters of multilateralism on the international 
stage and they can still seek common interests and common positions in the spirit of 
seeking common ground while reserving differences. 

This time, the CAI reached through negotiation shows that China and the EU do not 
want the world to split into a new group of countries and do not want the world to fall 
into a new cold war. 

Both China and the European Union are supporters of sustainable development, 
and they are also eager to strengthen global governance mechanisms to solve global 
problems such as global climate change. 

The CAI reached between China and the EU will promote Chinese investment in 
Europe and EU investment in China. The cooperation between Chinese and European 
companies in many sectors, such as new energy and new technology, will definitely 
help the two sides reach new consensus on sustainable development and even jointly 
launch new standards and set a positive example for the global development.

4. The CAI also shows that China and the EU have demonstrated a vibrant spirit of 
compromise and cooperation. Both have overcome the temptation of unilateralism 
and power politics. Some European media reporting on this China-EU pact only 
emphasized what concessions China had made, and were unwilling to state that it was 
the result of a mutual compromise between the two sides. 

This is actually a demonstration of a lack of self-confidence. 

Why did certain European media only emphasize that the EU has gained benefits and 
China has made concessions? If only the EU has won, does it mean that China has 
lost? China has always believed that opening up is an instrument that could allow the 
country to better reform itself. Through this CAI, China has promised to open wider 
its domestic market to European investment in areas such as medical market and 
new energy market. This is in full compliance with the original meaning of China's 
opening up.
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If these results are interpreted as the result of European pressure and forcing China to 
make concessions, it would not be consistent with the actual situation. In fact, when 
China joined the World Trade Organization, some Western media said also that it 
was forcing China to make various concessions. In any case, China's accession to the 
WTO has contributed to China's economic launch as a number of Chinese firms have 
grown into world-class enterprises and have entered the ranks of the global Top 500. 

If this is the result of China's concessions, then China will become even stronger in 
the future as it makes new allowances.

After China and the European Union reached this historic investment agreement, the 
United States seems to be a bit worried. The Center for Strategic and International 
Studies in the United States invited former U.S. government trade representatives to 
participate in a discussion about this China-EU accord. 

However, the content of their discussions is a bit strange: 

•US officials worried that the agreement between China and the European Union 
would be exclusive and a potential threat to the United States, and

•They then criticized the unilateral protectionism of the Trump Administration and 
recognized that its measures did not have any effect and hoped that in the future, the 
U.S. could join hands with more allies to start new trade negotiations with China.

In fact, China also regards the United States as a partner in trade and economic 
cooperation. If the United States, like the European Union, hopes to reach a 
compromise with China through negotiations and promote cooperation, China will 
respond appropriately. 

The concerted efforts of China, the United States, Europe and other parties will surely 
enable the international community to rid itself of the economic malaise caused by 
the COVID-19 pandemic and embark on a vibrant new path of recovery.
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On the 30th December, the leaders of the EU and China confirmed the long-awaited 
EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI). 

After seven years and 35 rounds of negotiations, the EU and especially Chancellor 
Merkel wanted to reach an agreement by the end of 2020 and before the end of 
Germany’s six-month EU presidency. Yet the risk of Europe moving away from 
a deal was very high. The agreement primarily aims at increasing market access, 
transparency and legal certainty, and creating a level playing field for EU companies 
operating in China. 

Although the details of the agreement haven’t been disclosed yet, the service sector 
will benefit more from the agreement than the manufacturing sector. For, the latter 
is already more established in China and European companies, especially within the 
automotive, basic materials and chemicals industries, have benefited greatly from the 
Chinese market in the past. 

The CAI is a landmark agreement as it will replace the bilateral investment treaties 
(BITs) all EU Member States (except Ireland) signed with China in the past. However, 
the CAI is not a trade agreement as it excludes trade issues, but primarily addresses 
questions of investment protection and market access. 

Hence, before the agreement comes into force, it will need to pass the European 
Parliament, which will take place in the second half of 2021, but it won’t need to be 
agreed by each individual member state. 

The EU-China CAI — a Sign of Collaboration, 
not Confrontation or Decoupling

Thorsten JELINEK
Senior Fellow of Taihe Institute

Director of Taihe Institute Europe Center
Associate Director at the World Economic Forum (2011-2014)

About 
the 
Author
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While businesses generally hope for the agreement to pass the parliament, there are 
critical voices concerning questions of enforcement and arbitration, while others point 
at questions of labor rights and environmental standards. 

China will continue to run a negative list for European businesses, which Europe 
doesn’t do for Chinese businesses. Despite the CAI, such legislation will continue 
to prevent European businesses form investing in certain sectors in China. The EU 
Chamber of Commerce in China annually publishes a position paper that includes 
around 900 recommendations of how to improve investment protection and market 
access. Although not all of those recommendations will be addressed by the CAI, 
European businesses perceive the investment agreement as a substantial step forward 
and hope that the European Parliament will take a pragmatic approach. 

Those who promote the agreement understand that China will account for 30% of 
global growth and that Europe must participate in this growth opportunity to ensure 
future jobs and businesses. 

The CAI must also be seen against the backdrop of existing trade and investment 
agreements, especially the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), 
which was signed by 15 Asian and Oceanian countries in December 2020. 

For Europe, this partnership poses an additional risk in terms of being subsequently 
excluded from Asia, which is one of the fastest growing markets in the world. The 
RCEP does not include commitments to labor rights or environmental standards, and 
yet Australia, Japan, South Korea, and New Zealand have signed up to the regional 
partnership in order to spur post-Covid-19 economic recovery and longterm growth. 

Likewise, the Phase One trade agreement between the US and China, which 
entered into force in February 2020, has no provisions in terms of labor rights and 
sustainability. Besides, the up-to-date conventions and protocols of the International 
Labor Organization are not ratified by United States, including forced labor 
conventions. Compared to the RCEP and the Phase One trade agreement, the CAI 
has adopted a soft language on those issues, which should highlight progress and 
negotiation success from a European perspective. 

The CAI is likely to upset the United States. The EU wanted a transatlantic 
cooperation on China and the incoming Biden administration had demanded to be 
consulted before the EU Commission went ahead with the EU China investment 
agreement. 
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Both the EU and the US share similar demands concerning market access and the 
protection of the existing international system. The EU Chamber of Commerce 
and the American Chamber of Commerce in China share similar issues concerning 
investment protection and market access. 

Clearly, the EU also welcomes the incoming Biden administration and perceives it as 
more favorable of the EU than was the Trump administration. However, Europe could 
not wait for the Biden administration to become fully operational and resolve the 
foreign policy damages caused by the previous US administration.

 Also, a trilateral negotiation between the EU, US, and China would have increased 
the complexity and caused uncertainty in terms of timing and the willingness of China 
to reach a conclusion. 

Besides, the US did not consult or involve Europe during the trade negotiations 
between the US and China leading to the Phase One agreement. However, the 
agreement doesn’t prevent the EU from collaborating with the US and OECD 
countries on a joint China strategy and especially on the WTO reform. 

Here the new US administration is expected to be more cooperative and to support 
the strengthening and the reform of the multilateral system. Nevertheless, the EU-
China investment agreement is a clear sign of Europe’s new autonomy strategy. With 
this strategy Europe seeks to cope with the impact of a strong China and an uncertain 
United States and the tension between both powers. 

The agreement is obviously not comparable with China’s accession to the WTO in 
2001, but this investment agreement will not only improve the business relationship 
between both economic blocs, but also further initiate and accelerate domestic 
reforms in China.

 It is also an important step towards recalibrating the relationship and accommodating 
to China’s new role as a leading economic power.

 However, the CAI should not distract from the fact that Europe has long benefited 
from China’s rise, its transition from a low to a medium-income country, from a 
resource-driven to an efficiency and innovation-driven economy. 
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Conversely, China has also greatly benefited from foreign investments and 
technologies and could continuously reform its economy. The European demands 
for labor rights and environmental standards should not overlook the tremendous 
progress China has made over the past forty years, which remains unparalleled in the 
global history of economic development, but one which has become overshadowed 
by the extreme politization and ideologization of China-West relations. 

Although a free trade agreement between Europa and China remains unconceivable, 
the CAI is an important step to shared economic development and openness. The CAI 
counters the destructive forces of decoupling, which has already impacted in various 
ways European companies operating in China. It has either threatened their existence 
in China or forced them into a dual-track approach to technology and supply chains. 

While there are universal values, which all countries should aspire, the path towards 
achieving those values is not universal, but based on history, culture, and politics. 
This is also a reason why it remains difficult to predict whether the CAI will pass 
the European Parliament.The CAI signifies again the willingness of international 
collaboration, which should be supported. 
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The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (the RCEP), signed into 
being on November 15th, will reshape the face of trade in Asia and this part of the 
Taihe Institute Observer (TIO) will explain its significance and what the RCEP 
means for China, the region, and the wider world.

It will also question the possibilities of improved sustainability and economic 
interdependence within the region. The TIO team of experts will discuss China’s 
geopolitical prospects in setting standards and norms through its innovation-
oriented industrial structures, as well as the potential of developing new partners 
interlinking with the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).

About this part

(source: chinadaily.com.cn)

The Largest 
Trade Deal 
and its 
Worldwide 
Implications

Part II
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The RCEP was signed on November 15, 2020 by fifteen states in the Asia-Pacific 
Region, including China. The agreement covers thirty percent of the world’s 
population and a combined GDP of over 25 trillion USD, making it the largest trade 
agreement in the world. 

The agreement includes a variety 
of countries across the political 
and economic spectrum from 
Australia to Brunei, Cambodia 
to China, Indonesia to Japan, 
South Korea to Laos, Malaysia 
to Myanmar, New Zealand, the 
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand 
and Vietnam. 

Although India had taken part in discussions since 2011, it chose to leave in late 2019. 
The agreement intends to increase trade by reducing or removing tariffs. In doing so, 
the RCEP  builds upon many of the existing trade agreements between Asian states, 
particularly ASEAN (The Association of Southeast Asian Nations) states. 

It is a complement to the existing ASEAN Free Trade Area, and supports free 
trade from the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Inter-Governmental Forum 
and proposals in the pipeline such as the “East Asia Free Trade Area” and the 
“Comprehensive Economic Partnership for East Asia”.

A few signatories to the RCEP (namely Brunei, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, 
Singapore and Vietnam) are also part of the “Comprehensive and Progressive 
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership” (CPTPP), formerly the “Trans-Pacific 
Partnership” (TPP) from which the Trump administration withdrew. 

In late 2016, prospective RCEP members agreed to intensify trade negotiations to 
“bring confidence to the global economy amid increasing protectionist sentiment1”.  
1. ASEAN (2016). The Second Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) Intersessional 
Ministerial Meeting Joint Media Statement. Cebu, Philippines, ASEAN.
https://asean.org/storage/2016/11/JMS-for-ISSL-RCEP-Ministerial-Meeting-FINAL-4-Nov-2016.

(source: CNBC)

Introduction
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Given the context of the global geopolitical environment, there was optimism 
that multilateralism in a positive and collaborative manner was still possible. This 
optimism is even more assured by the historic conclusion of negotiations for the 
China-EU Investment Agreement on 30 December 2020 which signaled economic 
liberalization retaining superiority over others. Taking the said development into 
account and despite the increase in protectionism in the west, especially the U.S. 
under Trump, the RCEP will be a positive step in promoting regional cooperation and 
sustainable economic growth in a post pandemic world. 

The RCEP has the capacity to boost prosperity across the region, but this may not 
happen overnight. According to the Brookings Institution, the RCEP will increase 
global real incomes by an estimated 286 billion USD per year.2  

But Economic partnerships often take years if not decades to reach maximum 
capacity and the RCEP is no different. 

Although it has been signed by the 15 nation states, it must now be ratified by a 
minimum of six of the ten ASEAN members and three out of five non-ASEAN 
members. Free trade advocates will have to be patient while nations pore over the 
details of the twenty-chapter agreement, and hope that no historical or diplomatic 
issues come to the fore.

The RCEP has the advantage of being considerably shorter than the CPTPP-20 
chapters compared to 30. Additionally, the agreement does not specifically cover 
areas of labour rights, environmental regulation, and corporate social responsibility. 

Instead the RCEP is a framework to be built on that goes beyond cutting tariffs. For 
example, the agreement is unusual in covering rules on government procurement, 
electronic commerce and cross-border data flows. 

Additionally, intellectual property rights are scheduled to be unified across the RCEP 
countries, meaning investors need only one certificate rather than one per country. 

2. Petri, P. A. and M. Plummer (2018). “The case for RCEP as Asia’s next trade agreement.” https://www.
brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2018/11/06/the-case-for-rcep-as-asias-next-trade-agreement/.
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To some, the signing of the RCEP was a symbolic victory for China.1  It’s population 
and GDP form over 40 and 48 percent2  respectively of the RCEP region. This 
speculation over Chinese dominance also coincided with the withdrawal of the U.S. 
from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (now CPTPP) in January 2017 following Trump’s 
“America First” doctrine, allowing China to draw a new economic order in the Asia 
Pacific fulcrum.   

The truth, however, is that the RCEP reflects ASEAN’s efforts to balance trade and 
political diplomacy. The initiation of this deal was first proffered during the 19th 
ASEAN Summit in 2011 and the first official negotiations kicked off at the 21st 
ASEAN Summit in Phnom Penh, Cambodia in 2012. 3 

The signing was finally witnessed at the 37th ASEAN Summit virtually held in Hanoi, 
Vietnam. 4 ASEAN’s deliberation in retaining its centrality sees the RCEP deal as a 
very promising agenda through which erstwhile economic competitors, China, India, 
Japan, and Australia can be balanced for regional stability. 

Much of the RCEP negotiations followed the flexible, informal, consensus-
based decision-making that is emblematic of the ASEAN process. The strength of 
this process, often described as the “ASEAN Spirit”, is that it can accommodate 
differences and build towards decisions that are mutually beneficial, as seen over the 
last decade. 

The “ASEAN +” format of negotiations is a feature of ASEAN’s engagement with 
powers outside South East Asia. Since the 1990s, ASEAN has spearheaded more 
extensive regionalisation across Asia-Pacific by signing free trade agreements both 
between member states and with other larger non-member countries. The centrality 
1. Keith Bradsher and Ana Swanson, ‘China-Led Trade Pact Is Signed, in Challenge to U.S’. The New York 
Times, 15 November 2020. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/15/business/china-trade-rcep. Html. Accessed 08 December 2020.
2. Angaindrankumar Gnanasagaran, ‘Who Is Actually Leading the RCEP ?’ The ASEAN Post, 05 October 
2017. https://theaseanpost.com/article/who-actually-leading-rcep. Accessed 08 December 2020.
3. See Joint Declaration on the Launch of Negotiations for the Regional Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership 2012.
4. ASEAN, ‘ASEAN hits historic milestone with signing of RCEP’. ASEAN, 15 November 2020.
https://asean.org/asean-hits-historic-milestone-signing-rcep/. Accessed 17 December 2020.

The ASEAN’s Role 
in the New Asia-Pacific Regionalism
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of ASEAN in driving the RCEP is, therefore, a massive victory for middle-power 
diplomacy. 5 

While realpolitik would imply such large deals would be dominated by powers in 
the region, it is the strength of ASEAN’s patchwork multilateral approach that has 
resulted in the successful signing of the FTA. 

The RCEP is also a means for synchronizing the existing Free Trade Agreements 
(FTAs) with non-member states. The ASEAN-China (2004), ASEAN-Japan (2008), 
ASEAN-Korea (2006), ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand (2009), and ASEAN-India 
(2009) FTAs are applied on the ASEAN+1 basis, thus making these agreements 
different from one another and tricky in implementation. For instance, the ASEAN-
China FTA had different tariff concessions from the ASEAN-Japan FTA. 

The RCEP will supplant this by merging the different tariff levels into a single, 
synchronized trade liberalization among the fifteen countries. This is more uniform 
and greatly reduces red tapes. With these potential members combined, the RCEP 
will make Asia Pacific a new regional trade hub larger than the U.S.-Mexico-Canada 
Agreement (USMCA) and the EU.6

In regard to sectors, the RCEP deal applies to a broad range of areas, from goods 
and services, investment and trade facilitation, sanitary and phyto-sanitary, technical 
barriers to trade, state-owned enterprises, e-commerce, and dispute settlement over 
intellectual property, to name just a 
few. Many of these sectors were not covered in the ASEAN+1 agreements. 
Furthermore, the RCEP  helps deepen trade liberalization beyond the ASEAN+1 
FTAs and the WTO Most-Favored Nation (MFN) commitments. 

The RCEP is expected to provide a higher threshold of tariff cuts than previous 
agreements.7 This also reflects Article XXIV of GATT8  which requires any customs 
union/territories or free trade areas not to apply higher or more restrictive duties and 
other obligations than the existing commerce.
5. Peter A. Petri and Michael Plummer, “A New Trade Agreement That Will Shape Global Economies and 
Politics,” The Brookings Institute, 16 November 2020.
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2020/11/16/rcep-a-new-trade-agreement-that-will-shape-
global-economics-and-politics/.
6. Yen Nee Lee, ‘A coup for China: Analysts React to the World’s Largest Trade Deal That Excludes the U.S.’. 
CNBC, 15 November 2020. 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/16/rcep-15-asia-pacific-countries-including-china-sign-worlds-largest-trade-
deal.html. Accessed 09 December 2020.
7. Yoshifumi Fukunaga and Ikumo Isono, ‘Taking ASEAN+1 FTAs towards the RCEP’. ERIA, October 30, 
2013, S.C. Tsiang Memorial Hall, CIER, Taipei.
8. See para 5 of Article XXIV of the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT) 1994.
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China is the largest economy in the deal—almost half the group’s GDP, half the 
international reserves, and 65 percent of the population. 

The RCEP agreement includes unified rules of origin, which determines whether a 
product is qualified to benefit from lower tariffs in the region. Companies with supply 
chains with a presence in countries within the bloc will see their compliance costs 
reduced. In contrast, in non-RCEP  scenario, even though ASEAN countries had free 
trade agreements, many goods could be subject to heavy tariffs if they contained 
components manufactured elsewhere.

For China, the signing of the RCEP agreement means the solidification of the ASEAN 
countries as its main trading partner. With the pandemic, economic and commercial 
cooperation between both parties has increased. 

In the first 10 months of this year, commercial exchange reached 600 billion USD, 
representing an annual increase of 7 percent compared to 2019. And in the first 3 
quarters of 2020, China’s direct investment in industries of ASEAN countries reached 
10.7 billion USD, representing an annual increase of 76.6 percent compared to 2019.

It is necessary to highlight that China will be able to reduce its dependence on U.S. 
and European markets as it manages to direct its exports more easily in the region and 
to reallocate labour intensive elements of its supply chain toward ASEAN countries 
allowing for reductions in production costs.

The RCEP will also unite strengths in technology, manufacturing, agriculture, and 
natural resources through improvement in access to investment funds from the 
BRI, which also provides investment in transportation infrastructure, energy, and 
communications not only in Southeast Asia, but also in Africa.

COVID-19 has tested China’s capability in adapting large international fairs to 
digital platforms, as with the China Import and Export Fair 2020 (Canton Fair). The 
results obtained by the Chinese government due to the implementation of policies 
to face COVID-19 allow it to establish standards in the use of big data and artificial 
intelligence. A significant number of Southeast Asian countries share certain values 

China’s Role in the RCEP
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with China, such as the interest for the common good over individual freedom. This 
is a win for China’s soft power in the region.

Chapter 12 of the RCEP agreement recognizes electronic commerce as a key 
sector for the region. Guidelines are included for paperless commerce, electronic 
authentication, electronic signatures, as well as for online consumer protection and 
protection of personal information online. It should be noted that China was the 
country that benefited the most from electronic commerce in its fight against the 
pandemic, and that it also has internet courts of justice, in charge of regulating this 
new sphere for commerce and interaction.

The RCEP agreement will not discriminate the origin of the platforms that compete in 
the field of electronic commerce. This becomes a great opportunity for companies like 
Amazon, Shopee and Lazada to increase their presence in the lucrative market in the 
region. Aspects such as customs clearance, logistics efficiency, and the consumer’s 
shopping experience, make e-commerce a tool that promises to boost the exchange of 
goods and services in the region.

Southeast Asia had 360 million internet users in 2019, of whom 90 percent connected 
through cell phones. According to Google, Temasek and Bain & Company, 40 million 
people in Southeast Asia went online for the first time, bringing the total number of 
Internet users in the region to 400 million. The arrival of COVID-19 prompted the 
flight to digital and 90 percent of new users intend to maintain their shopping habits 
even after the pandemic. Trade in the region will reach 100 billion USD in 2020 and 
is on track to exceed 300 billion USD by 2025.

The COVID-19 boost in e-commerce is an excellent opportunity for the exchange 
of essential goods, health care, education, and entertainment. Southeast Asian users 
spent an average of one more hour a day on the internet during movement restrictions 
(quarantines) imposed by their respective governments. It is worth mentioning that 
although COVID-19 has increased the adoption and use of electronic commerce, 
social networks, and delivery services, the online sale of transport services and tourist 
trips has seriously diminished.
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The RCEP agreement, in addition to the member countries of ASEAN, has managed 
to incorporate countries with strong U.S. ties, such as Japan, South Korea, Australia, 
and New Zealand, thus, reinforcing the establishment of Southeast Asia as a new 
global center of gravity.1 

A major absentee from the deal is India, which dropped out of the round of 
negotiations in 2019 due to its trade deficit with China and it’s attempt to protect its 
agricultural sector. However, in November 2020, the ministers of the signatory states 
of the RCEP agreement declared that it remained open to the accession of India, also 
recognizing it as an observer country in the meetings and activities carried out by the 
member countries.

According to HSBC,2  the RCEP member countries could produce half of global 
GDP by 2030 without the need for new members to join. The RCEP agreement will 
favor exports of goods that have used inputs produced in the region. 90 percent 
of companies in the member countries belong to micro, small and medium sized 
enterprises, and their importance for the economic development of the region is well 
recognized. The RCEP agreement also recognizes Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos as 
small economies that will only be required to eliminate tariffs on 30 percent of trade.

According to the Made in China Plan and the Fourteenth Five-Year Plan of China, 
the priorities of the Chinese government are to generate innovation in manufacturing, 
promote integration between industries and information technologies, restructure the 
manufacturing sector and promote eco-friendly production standards. 

In that vein, China favors reallocating labor intensive industries which form part 
of their supply chains to the ASEAN countries according to efficiency in costs 

1. US policy has prioritized the generation of security agreements over commercial agreements; in this way, 
while the United States has the Quad (India, Australia, the United States and Japan), China has achieved 
the RCEP.
2. HSBC (Nov 16, 2020). Asian nations sign new trade deal. 
https://www.hsbc.com/insight/topics/asian-nations-sign-new-trade-deal.

Regional Implications of the RCEP

i. The Asia-Pacific
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and environmental guidelines. It has been observed, for example, that some labor-
intensive Chinese factories have already moved to Vietnam and Indonesia due to 
cheaper labor and lower U.S.-imposed tariff rates.

Some RCEP member countries—Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea—will 
have improved conditions to join supply chains as they are also participants in the 
Belt and Road Initiative to channel investment in infrastructure for business partners 
that are part of the supply chains. 

Southeast Asia is today an important global economic zone, with the highest 
economic growth rates in the world.3 Both the RCEP and its predecessors ASEAN 
and the Belt and Road Initiative, do nothing more than boosting trade between these 
countries. Thus, trade between Southeast Asian countries represents 40 percent of 
their total trade, while in regions such as Latin America this figure barely reaches 10 
percent.

More investment is expected to come to the region thanks to the four pillars of the 
RCEP for investment negotiations: promotion, protection, ease, and liberalization. 
Furthermore, due to the large integrated market that they represent, it is also important 
to mention that China eased restrictions on foreign capital inflows in this 2020, 
aligning itself with international standards in the treatment of investment flows.

The message that China gives with the signing of the RCEP is one of the struggles 
for multilateralism and free trade. China has made great efforts to move closer to 
the EU and the North American Free Trade Area (NAFTA). However, one of the 
main implications of this agreement is the reduction of dependence that its member 
countries may have on suppliers and commercial partners from other regions like 
Africa and Latin America.

3. According to the International Monetary Fund, in the current context of global economic recession, 
ASEAN-5 (Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam) presents a projected recession for 2020 
of -3.4%. The figures for the United States, the Euro Zone, and Latin America are -4.3%, -8.3% and -8.1%, 
respectively.
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In Bangkok in November 2019, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi expressed his 
discontent that the RCEP negotiations did not reflect the RCEP guiding principles and 
announced India’s departure from the deal.1 

The India-First and pro-farmer policies of Narendra Modi construed the RCEP deal as 
an uneven playing field where if India joined, it could risk further trade losses on its 
existing 105 billion2 USD trade deficit with other RCEP countries. 

From the RCEP’s perspective, India’s exclusion represents a big market loss for 
other members, though this market of over 1.3 billion consumers and 12 trillion 
USD of GDP can be secured for ASEAN members by the ASEAN-India FTA. In 
a geopolitical lens, the Indian withdrawal signaled room for the U.S.-under new 
administration-to try to draw India back into it’s sphere of influence.

However, Japan, Australia, and South Korea see the Indian withdrawal as a lost 
chance to keep China in check under the RCEP. For ASEAN, India’s withdrawal 
presents a challenge for the region to bridge India’s and China’s political differences 
and signals its failure in convincing India for years to stay in the deal. ASEAN is 
however currently a focal point of India’s Act East Policy as well as China’s Belt and 
Road Initiative.

While the RCEP remains the largest trade deal in the world, it would have accounted 
for 49 percent of the global population had India remained in the process. India’s 
main aim to participate in the deal was to take advantage of the market access to the 
service sectors in other countries, in which it has comparative advantage. 

Since the 1990s, India’s ‘Look East Policy’ has also considered intensifying trade 
relations with countries in East and Southeast Asia. In this spirit of diversifying trade 
partners, it became a part of the ASEAN+6 negotiations. 

With high rates of growth in the first two decades of the 21st century, India also 
wanted to shape the way the Asia-Pacific region would evolve. However, it raised 

1. Mie Oba, ‘The Implications of India’s RCEP Withdrawal’. The Diplomat, 14 November 2019. https://
thediplomat.com/2019/11/the-implications-of-indias-rcep-withdrawal/. Accessed 08 December 2020.
2. Ibid.

ii. India
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serious concerns about rules of origin and implications on its domestic agriculture 
sector through the negotiation process. 

Finally, India backed out of the deal in 2019, citing opposition from domestic players 
in agriculture, dairy, services, steel, among others. The other participating countries 
expressed their regret and announced an “open door” for India to re-enter the 
agreement at any point in the future. 

Furthermore, the banning of Chinese apps may hold back India’s progress in 
developing its own digital economy. Although Bangalore is a tech hub, the banning 
of Chinese software and a hostile attitude to the RCEP will hold India back and will 
hinder India’s chances to expand the scope of their international trade.

There are two aspects to India’s withdrawal. The first is that since 2014, India has 
been facing rising populism under Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Bharatiya Janata 
Party that secured a majority in the 2014 and 2019 elections. 

The BJP’s extremist Hindu nationalism coupled with the government’s aim to project 
itself has also seen it takes a strong stance against what it perceives as the China 
threat.3 Tensions along the China-India border also saw the government anxious to 
manage the populist narrative of protecting the Indian borders on one hand, while 
managing engagement with China on the other.
 
The second aspect that influenced India’s withdrawal from the RCEP was domestic 
opposition to the external competition to already weak sectors such as farming. On 
the one hand, voices in the Indian establishment argue that the deal will make India’s 
trade deficit higher and cite India’s past experiences of FTAs with Japan, South 
Korea, and Australia to illustrate this point.4 

On the other hand, other voices have argued that participating in the RCEP would 
have brought much-needed investment to provide the Indian agricultural sector the 
impetus that it needs.5 Farming policies in India are extremely complicated and multi-
layered as they differ from state to state. 
3. Johannes Plagemann & Sandra Destradi, “Populism and Foreign Policy: The Case of India,” Foreign 
Policy Analysis, 15 (2), 2019: 283-301. https://doi.org/10.1093/fpa/ory010.
4. Nandini Sarma, “Free Trade after RCEP: What Next for India?” ORF Issue Brief , (353), 2020, Observer 
Research Foundation.
5. Deborah Elms and Kelly Phuong Tran, “RCEP Brings New Opportunities for Gradual Agricultural Reforms 
in India”. Paper Presented at Indian Agriculture Sector Under Trade Liberalization and WTO: Issues and 
Challenges at Delhi Centre for WTO Studies 2014, see 10.13140/2.1.2297.1204.
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Additionally, successive Indian governments over the years have pandered to farmers 
as they form a huge voter base. Therefore, agriculture reforms have been difficult 
to implement if they did not embody the spirit of entitlement provided by ‘mai baap 
sarkar’6 or a nanny state.

The RCEP would have ushered in much-needed investment into the lagging Indian 
agricultural sector, and helped build important infrastructure such as cold chain 
management and warehousing, etc. 

However, Indian farmers have always nurtured a suspicion of agricultural 
liberalisations and corporatization. As evidenced by 2020 farmer protests in India, the 
problem of internal stakeholder management is one that the Indian government has to 
contend with if it ever wants to re-enter the RCEP. 

India’s withdrawal from the RCEP unfortunately has broader regional implications. 
As one of the most populous country in the world and the world’s fifth-largest 
economy, India would have been a valuable addition to the RCEP trade regime. The 
inclusion of India could have paved the way for other small countries in South Asia to 
join and further enlarge the RCEP. 

Internal discussions within smaller countries like Sri Lanka and Bangladesh have 
displayed interest in the deal but not much concrete has yet materialised. As the 
dominant South Asian economy, India would have expanded the scope of the RCEP, 
resulting in a truly Asian deal. 

6. Reetika Khera . “With Modi, the ‘mai-baap sarkar’ has returned with a vengeance” Scroll.in, 25 October 
2014. https://scroll.in/article/683863/with-modi-the-mai-baap-sarkar-has-returned-with-a-vengeance.
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For Europe, the effects of the RCEP, though gradual will not be insignificant. The 
European Union has signed trade agreements with some countries like Japan, South 
Korea, and Vietnam. However, its trade with other important partners such as China, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand are not governed by any trade agreements.1 The 
recently concluded negotiations for the EU-China Investment Agreement, which 
was delayed for seven years and underwent concerns raised by EU’s members (i.e. 
Belgium and Netherlands) and the U.S. over human rights,2 has made a historic 
breakthrough for carpeting China’s bigger roles in EU’s economic diplomacy. 
Though the signing of this Agreement is yet to be seen, the EU must have calculated 
that in this pandemic scenario and beyond, engagement with China is the very remedy 
to resile its economy. The EU will have to analyse how this will impact their trade 
with the RCEP members and how to offer these countries better trade deals to make 
use of the new trade regime. 

The numeric fact that the RCEP is larger than the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement 
(USMCA) and the EU already conveyed a message that a new regionalism is no 
longer dictated by the West. This recalls a contemplation of John Hay, former U.S. 
Secretary of State from 1898 to 1905, who once wrote that, “The Mediterranean is the 
Ocean of the past, the Atlantic the Ocean of the present, and the Pacific the Ocean of 
the future”.3 

To advanced powers like the EU and the U.S., the RCEP implies that a rule-based 
international order is possible by bridging differences, not just pressuring to push for 
a common setting. 

The EU launched trade talks with ASEAN since 2007 but the dialogue process had 
failed to move forward two years later. The major obstacles were the political and 
economic divergences among ASEAN member states and between ASEAN and the 
1. Jacques Pelkmans, “New Asia-Pacific Trade Deal: Implications for East Asia and Globalisation”, CEPS 
Policy Insight, Centre for European Policy Studies, November 2020.
https://www.ceps.eu/wp content/uploads/2020/11/PI2020-30_New-Asia-Pacific-trade-deal. pdf.
2. Charles Riley, ‘Europe strikes major investment deal with China despite US concerns’ (CNN, 30 
December 2020) https://edition.cnn.com/2020/12/30/business/eu-china-investment/index.html. Accessed 
31 December 2020.
3. Jean-Pierre Lehmann and Valérie Engammare, ‘Beyond Economic Integration: European Lessons for the 
Asia Pacific?’ (The Globalist, 03 February 2014) 
https://www.theglobalist.com/beyond-economic-integration-european-lessons-asia-pacific/. Accessed 17 
March 2020.

iii. The EU and the U.S.
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EU since democracy and human rights subordinate the latter’s trade agenda while 
economic survival tops the former’s. 

This EU failure nudged the bloc to expedite bilateral trade talks with ASEAN 
member states instead, two of which, the EU-Singapore and EU-Vietnam FTAs, came 
into force on 21st November 20194 and 1st August 20205 while the rest are pending 
though the prospect for a speedy conclusion remains doubtful.

Besides the EU, the U.S.’ unilateral withdrawal from the TPP in 2017 derived largely 
from a lack of U.S.’ commitment under the Trump administration’s “America-First” 
doctrine and populism politik. The U.S.’ rejection of differences, stern insistence on 
fair play, and no free-rider arrangement in trade negotiations left the planned trade 
pact paralyzed. 

With the U.S. out of the ring, Japan and Peru kept the momentum alive and even 
renamed the deal the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (CPTPP) to reflect a commitment to moving forward and compromising 
differences. The U.S.’ commitment to multilateralism further deteriorated with its 
withdrawal from North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) signed with 
Mexico and Canada in 1994. Although NAFTA has returned in the form of USMCA 
or NAFTA 2.0, the move underscores the U.S.’ unstable attitude to regionalism and 
globalism.

The signing of the RCEP agreement owed a huge debt to the positive attitude and ten-
year upholding of gradualism and the constructivism approach. Compromising the 
stark differences in the RCEP negotiations from economic6 to political7 paradigms 
went through a decade of turbulence and faced many delays. These struggles make 
the RCEP’s success a global one- signifying the spirit of working through differences 
for a common good–regional welfare maximization. 

4. European Commission, ‘The Free Trade Agreement between the European Union and Singapore has 
entered into force on 21 November 2019’ (EC, n.d) 
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/news/free-trade-agreement-between-european-union-and-
singapore-has-entered-force-21-november-2019_en. Accessed 18 December 2020.
5. European Commission, ‘EU-Vietnam trade agreement enters into force’ (EC, 31 July 2020) 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_1412. Accessed 16 December 2020.
6. From the poor Cambodia-Laos-Myanmar (CLM) to the rich Singapore, South Korea, Japan, Australia, and 
New Zealand.
7. From the communist China, absolute-monarch Brunei, socialist Vietnam and Laos, questionably-
democratic Cambodia, Thailand, Myanmar, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, and Philippines, to liberal 
democratic Japan, South Korea, Australia, and New Zealand.
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The effects of the RCEP do not just extend to Asia-Pacific but also to other regions 
across the world. It emphasizes the importance of Asia in driving global growth and 
the need for more countries around the world to formulate comprehensive strategies 
to engage with countries in the region. 

As the first free trade agreement with such a broad scope, the RCEP has significant 
demonstrative value for countries in other parts of the world. Its model can be 
emulated by other regions in Latin America and Africa. 

As the world faces 
a crisis of faith in 
multilateralism and 
the global liberal 
order, the RCEP is an 
exemplar of the kind 
of treaty that can be 
expected in the future. 
One example is The 
African Continental 
Free Trade Agreement 
(AfCFTA) being 
negotiated among 28 
African countries. 

If signed, the AfCFTA would become the largest trade deal in the world, in terms of 
participants. However, the AfCFTA faces challenges of labour, poor infrastructure, a 
lack of diversification of goods, and so on.1 

The AfCFTA negotiations are complex because of the enormous economic disparities 
between potential member countries, and there are fears of the possible accruing of 
uneven benefits to more developed countries like Nigeria, South Africa and Egypt. 
As many of the countries participating in the deal have traditional economies, and 
1. Chidebe Matthew Nwankwo, Collins Chikodili Ajibo “Liberalizing Regional Trade Regimes Through 
ACFTA: Challenges and Opportunities”. 
Journal of African Law, 3 (64): 297-318. doi: 10.1017/S0021855320000194.

iv. Latin America and Africa
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lack labor regulations and industrial policies, negotiations on intra-African trade are 
difficult. To solve some of these issues, the participant countries can learn from the 
experience of the RCEP negotiation, particularly from Rules of Origin (RoO), trade 
facilitation, and regulatory reforms.  

Countries in Latin America have also signaled interest in signing a trade agreement 
with Asia. Countries of the Pacific Alliance–Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru–
have been one such initiative that marks a shift in how countries in the region are 
looking to intensify their relationships with Asian countries.2 An increasing number 
of countries had also considered joining the Trans-Pacific Partnership before the U.S.’ 
withdrawal. 

One significant implication for countries in the American continents is to consider the 
future of the CPTPP. Even though the United States as the dominant power withdrew 
from the deal, other countries have continued negotiations with the deal. Indeed, 
studies show that pursuing both the CPTPP and the RCEP would maximize trade 
potential to the countries involved.3 If such a dream were to come true, then the RCEP 
could provide impetus to global trade flows and some have argued that it could even 
subsume GATT in importance.4

2. Antoni Estevadeordal, “Latin America in the new Asia-Pacific trade order”, 22 March 2018, The Brookings 
Institute.
https://www.brookings.edu/research/latin-america-in-the-new-asia-pacific-trade-order/.
3. Xianbai Ji, Pradumna B. Rana, Wai-Mun Chia, And Chang Tai Li, “Trade Policy Options For Asean 
Countries And Their Regional Dialogue Partners: “Preference Ordering” Using CGE Analysis ” RSIS Working 
Paper No.308, Rajaratnam School of International Studies, 19 March 2018. 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/resrep19930.pdf?ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187_SYC-
5188%2Ftest&refreqid=fastly-default%3A9d794757c6ef3149b13576e0b84e1764
4. Itakura, Ken and Hiro Lee, “Estimating the Effects of the CPTPP and RCEP in a General Equilibrium 
Framework with Global Value Chains”, GTAP (2019), the 22nd Annual Conference on Global Economic 
Analysis, Warsaw, Poland. 
https://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/resources/res_display.asp?RecordID=5712
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The RCEP agreement will help its member countries to reactivate their economies 
more quickly and sustainably. As soon as it is ratified, it will eliminate tariffs on 65 
percent of goods traded in the region. The remainder would be liberalized in 20 years, 
aiming at the goal of 90 percent duty-free trade. The RCEP agreement leaves room 
for maneuver for the least developed countries of ASEAN to make isolated decisions 
to protect their key economic sectors.

In addition to addressing tariff barriers, the RCEP agreement also has sections 
relevant to non-tariff barriers. The agreement contains chapters for investments, 
technical and economic cooperation, intellectual property, competition, and dispute 
resolution.

Given the characteristics of China in population and production, it is expected that 
a greater quantity and variety of Chinese products will reach the economies of the 
region at more competitive prices. On the other hand, it is foreseeable that China 
will promote the inclusion of intermediate goods in its supply chain to obtain better 
conditions for its exports in the region.

International trade will benefit from this agreement as it will stimulate the search for 
cost efficiencies. Chinese industries could shift to economies where the cost of labor 
is cheaper.

According to estimates from the Brooking Institute, the RCEP agreement will 
increase trade between its member countries by 10.4 percent. In addition, by 2030, 
the RCEP agreement could increase 209 billion USD to world GDP and 500 billion 
USD to global trade.

However, in contrast to the European Union and the NAFTA, Asian integration 
will be facing many more barriers, which include different languages, cultures, and 
institutional arrangements. Likewise, the agreement includes countries with different 
development needs and economic interests.

Broader Implications of the RCEP

Sustainability in global trade after COVID-19
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The trade war between China and the United States, which began in 2018, saw a 
light at the end of the tunnel in January 2020 with the signing of the “Phase One 
Trade Deal”. However, tensions returned because of the outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic and U.S. accusations against China. Today, despite the conflict has moved 
to the technological field, there has been a recovery in trade between the two largest 
economic powers in the world.

Graph: U.S.-China commercial exchange in millions of USD.
Elaboration based on U.S. Census Bureau (2020).
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Among the member countries of the RCEP agreement, Japan would obtain important 
benefits, for this will be its first free trade agreement signed with China and South 
Korea. According to Laox China, exports to China via electronic commerce have 
experienced varying rates of positive double digits growth in the last two years. 

Sake, the distinctive Japanese alcoholic beverage—popular with Chinese 
consumers—will be able to enter the market with greatly reduced tariffs. The 
Japanese population—a regular consumer of Korean cosmetics, Thai agricultural 
products, New Zealand dairy products and Australian alcoholic beverages—would 
also benefit from the lower tariff rates.

According to the Peterson Institute for International Economics, the RCEP agreement 
could increase world output by 186 billion USD annually. In addition, it is estimated 
that it can add 0.2 percent of economic growth in the member countries.

According to the Brookings Institute, the RCEP agreement would increase the 
commercial bloc’s GDP by 0.4 percent, equivalent to 170 billion USD, meaning an 
increase of 0.3 percent for China and 0.2 percent for ASEAN members. These gains 
would drive a positive effect on the global economy by 0.1 percent. Benefits for non-
member countries are likely to be negligible.

Although the PRC is transitioning from an industrial society towards a more high 
tech society, lower tariffs benefit China’s exports. The elimination of tariffs will 
allow member nations to export to China and potentially bolster local economies and 
improve business returns. 

Level playing field

(Japanese Sake)
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The RCEP is a contemporary example of regionalism in action: members have 
become far more engaged in multilateralism and cooperation.
 
The Asia-Pacific region is stronger thanks to this deal despite the withdrawal of India 
which could expand the pact’s scope and make it a comprehensive Asian deal if New 
Delhi seeks to rejoin. Although the United States and the European Union continue to 
strive towards working regionally, the RCEP has underlined that regionalism can no 
longer be deemed an ascendency of the West. 

Many other regions such as Latin America and Africa may choose to follow a path 
similar to the RCEP in seeking new ways to trade in the spirit of reform and opening 
up. It could become a new model for global trade for regions with a variety of nations 
across the political and economic spectrum and share, or at the very least, emulate 
standards and rules in the RCEP agreement. 

The RCEP is symbolic of the shift of the world’s economy towards the Asia-Pacific 
region. China’s innovation-oriented industrial structures and the Belt and Road 
Initiative are at the very heart of this shift, with the RCEP adding the potential to 
share advanced technologies such as e-commerce and green energy technologies 
across Asia with ease. This partnership isn’t a counter to American hegemony in East 
Asia, rather it is a boost to economic interdependence in East Asia.

Thanks to it’s BRI and long-termism through its Five-Year Plan, China is likely to be 
a key pillar of the RCEP and other future trade blocs. Through these programs, China 
can confidently secure trade across many territories that others simply cannot, thereby 
increasing its own exports further. Geopolitically, the RCEP also provides China 
space to maneuver the economy if a hypothetical ‘decoupling’ from the United States 
were to happen. The RCEP can bring more stability and independence to the region 
with increased multilateral regional cooperation.

The deal can play a vital role in supporting nations in returning to positive sustainable 
growth after COVID-19 by facilitating the smooth flow of goods and services. 

Conclusion
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Comprehensive economic partnerships such as this one may become a blueprint for 
other regions that have been hit hard by the pandemic. If the pandemic has taught us 
one thing, it is that we are only as strong as our weakest neighbor. 

Cross-cutting integrated support systems including trade partnerships may become 
common practice at a regional level and inter-regionally. As countries continuously 
look to improve the social well-being of their citizens in line with international 
agreements, economic sustainability on an inter-dependent level playing field within a 
region could advance these wider aims.

In spite of the fact that the RCEP is in its early stages, there is huge potential 
for ASEAN and non-ASEAN states to make positive inroads in global trade. In 
the long-term, the RCEP could be the foundation of deeper integration of the 
region transcending borders in tackling the world’s biggest problems with greater 
geopolitical tenacity. 
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